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heritage if not all of the monuments at
the Giza plateau (by including a

massive building there and hiding any
genious of nature) or you can just take
advantage of this ancient genious that

is giza and make money out of it. I
think your arguement is sh*t, I love
Egyptian stuff but we can't destroy

their history to "make money" out of
it... My argument is not sh*t, but where
I am speaking of, they are taken about

5 times a year and they treat it as a
mass grave, so I think it is okay for us
to take advantage of it, but we can not
destroy anything so I think we have to

make it look better so it is not as
offensive or disturbing as it is. If we
take advantage of it, then why don't

we make it look better? With more dirt,
etc. Why can't we make it look more

normal like countries that don't have a
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pyramids and/or land to sell for
money? if it wouldn't be so big, and

you don't have to travel so far, I think
the pyramids would make a really
great place to visit. Actually my

arguement was not sh*t but I said it to
be insulting. Its not sh*t, the temples in
Japan are there to make money. Its not
so offensive because we are trying to

make a better place. We do that in
every country, we don't do it because
its a paid job or whatever, we are just
trying to make an atmosphere where
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